
STRATEGIC VALUE OF REGIONAL AIRPORTS

Underlining the strategic importance of the UK’s smaller airports and the economic value they create



RABA GROUP SEEKING STRONGER POLICY RECOGNITION 
FOR THE UK’S REGIONAL AND BUSINESS AIRPORTS ……
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RABA’S OVERARCHING POSITION

A more inclusive approach to aviation policy is required that respects and 

articulates clear roles for airports of all shapes and sizes.

Acknowledge that the traditional “one size fits all” approach to policy and 

regulation needs to be changed if a level playing field is to be created. 

This will allow all airports to better contribute productively to the UK’s future 

aviation and economic needs.    



RESPONSES TO GREEN PAPER 
CONSULTATION

A series of topics dealt with in Powerpoint format

Topic Relevance
Regional Access Agenda Including to an expanded Heathrow, proposed PSO protocols, and UK 

region to region connectivity all made more urgent by evolution of Flybe / 

flybmi’s demise

Disproportionate Costs Issue The UK airport market is not a level playing field, partly by actions of 

government and regulators that bears down disproportionately on the 

smaller/ weaker.

Contribution to Economic Development Potential partners with government. Contribute to regional initiatives such 

as City Deals and regional equivalents of the Northern Powerhouse that are 

already underway.

Strategic Value of Regional Airports Raise the policy recognition of regional airports actual and potential roles 

including business development and employment clusters to secondary and 

tertiary cities and remote and peripheral areas across the UK

Land Use, Terrestrial access at Regional Airports Counter the bias for large airport projects

Aviation Training and Skills Development Strong potential role for regional airports to play a significant role

This topic follows here



• In recent policy debates associated with the Davies Commission process in the UK (final Report Dec 

2015) a number of the UK’s larger regional airports tried to argue that the UK had too many licensed 

airports, and that a rationalisation of numbers is justified. 

• Similar notions underpin aspects of the EU state aid guidelines (2014) and analysis undertaken by the 

CAA into the regional airport sector in the UK. 

This submission challenges these pre-conceptions.

• We sense a failure in all this to identify true value.  The broader research programme, of which this is a 

part, has sought to identify more relevant metrics to evaluate the strategic functions of smaller airports 

and appropriate airport densities within a conceptual typography. 

• This specific paper attempts a more rounded snapshot of the current strategic significance of smaller 

regional and business airports. This research, and associated themes, is presented in a series of 

Powerpoints, including a set of Policy Recommendations derived from these insights.

Research was supported by the UK RABA (Regional and Business Airports) Group in the UK.

THE NEED FOR RESEARCH



STRATEGIC VALUE OF REGIONAL AIRPORTS

RABA Group works to raise the policy recognition of regional airports actual and potential 

roles. 

These include business development and employment clusters to secondary and tertiary 

cities. 

And remote and peripheral areas across the UK.

The aim of this powerpoint is to explore and identify more sophisticated and ‘policy relevant’ 

metrics rather than crude passenger numbers and single flight connectivity as a basis for 

understanding value and avoiding ‘one size fits’ all policy.



Many serving parts of the UK 

that major regionals only 

serve sub optimally

60mins – Free flow drive time 

from RABA Member Airports

RABA GROUP AIRPORTS – AN 
IMPORTANT PART OF THE UK 

AVIATION ECOSYSTEM
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In terms of specific types of aviation activity, small airports are very significant players

In terms of specific types of aviation activity, small airports are very significant players: Apart 

from scheduled aviation, in every other category the small UK airports are serving the 

majority, or near majority, of UK needs.

Policy (and regulation) fails to recognise this.

RABA MEMBERS DELIVER HIGH PERCENTAGE 
OF OTHER KEY AVIATION MISSIONS
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In terms of aircraft movements smaller airports are significant: 

1.0 mppa for airports less than 3 mppa versus 0.5m for 3-5 mppa airports 

2.1 mppa for all airports over 3 mppa

CONTRIBUTION OF RABA GROUP AND 
OTHER SMALLER AIRPORTS



Smaller airports cater for 19.85m pax in 2016; equates to 18.4% of 

passengers using non-London airports and 6.7% of total UK passengers

65,491,39425,731,117

19,849,948

Annual Pax Throughput of non London Airports

>5mppa 3-5mppa <3mppa

CONTRIBUTION OF RABA GROUP AND 
OTHER SMALLER AIRPORTS
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Particularly if London is removed from the picture

RABA MEMBERS DELIVER HIGH PERCENTAGE 
OF OTHER KEY AVIATION MISSIONS



STRATEGIC NICHE ROLES



These areas are frequently in close association with 

RABA Group Member airports is notable.

If serious about re-balancing the UK economy, then 

many of these nodes offer convenient ‘ways into’ these 

development regions. 

UK Special Assisted Areas (Shaded)



BUSINESS AVIATION

Although there is no single best definition of 

‘business aviation’, it is commonly regarded as the 

use of any general aviation aircraft for a business 

purpose.  This includes both commercial and non-

commercial operations of an aircraft, and can be 

divided into three categories:

1. Commercial – aircraft flown for ad hoc 

business purposes by an operator having a 

commercial operating certificate. These include 

air taxi and fractional operators.

2. Corporate – non-commercial operations in 

which a company owns and operates its own 

aircraft for the carriage of employees.

3. Owner operated – non-commercial operation 

for business purposes by an individual as 

owner of the aircraft.

RABA Group Airport with 

Significant Business Aviation, 

although all members host it 

to varying degrees



BUSINESS AVIATION

RABA Group Airport with 

Significant Business Aviation, 

although all members host it 

to varying degrees

The Strategy needs to acknowledge the importance 

of Business Aviation (as opposed to the more general 

moniker of General Aviation). (for example c. 7% of all 

London area flights!)

Business Aviation earns money via three main routes

1. Landing Fees

2. Hosting based Aircraft

3. Engineering Support (sophisticated MRO)

Various catalytic benefits such as associated Hotels; 

Business Terminals; Business Locations eg Formula 1 at 

Biggin Hill.

Biggin Hill and Oxford Airports through their joint 

43,000 movements supported:-

• £580m of revenue (£13,500 per movement)

• c. 2,800 jobs

• £35m of employment taxes and rates
NLP Briefing Work 2015



BUSINESS AVIATION

Although there are variations from year to year the five 

main London scheduled airports (LHR;GTW; 

LCY;LTN;STN) have then managed to connect with 

approximately 16 other UK airports. 

In 2011 (for instance) Biggin Hill business aviation 

undertook flights between 101 UK airports!!  

Bearing in mind that the UK has approximately 145 ICAO 

code designated airfields and 52 military airfields Biggin Hill 

offered clients access to over 50% of these airfields in that 

single year.  It should be borne in mind that scheduled 

aviation only links London with 6.8% of these airports.

The five London Airports have served over 192 European 

cities with scheduled flights over the last six years.  During 

2011 Biggin Hill linked clients with 310 European 

destinations! 
A 2012 Study Sample

CONNECTIVITY PLUS



BUSINESS AVIATION AND RAF AIRFIELDS

The MOD Joint Service Publication (JSP360) (April 2013) calls upon all RAF airfields to promote and attract civil 

flying. 

This proposal has now been around since 2013, was further supported in the General Aviation Strategy of 2015.

Several of our airfields consider this to be an inappropriate interference in the business aviation market by a state 

player.  

Obviously where it can be shown that civil airport capacity is not available in the area or is exhausted, then 

military capacity should be used only as a last resort, and not as a first resort, as JSP360 proposes. 

We are also mindful of our member (Anglesey Airport) that amicably shares a facility with RAF Valley.

We attach RABA’s name to efforts to have JSP360 rescinded or significantly reconfigured to reduce market 

distortion and state aid concerns. 



UK SEARCH AND RESCUE BASES

The UK Search and Rescue (SAR) service 

operates from 10 strategically located 

bases across the UK. The bases are 

positioned close to SAR hotspots so that 

resources can be brought to bear as 

quickly and efficiently as possible.

Seven new SAR bases have been built 

and three existing MCA facilities are being 

used.

Each base is a significant employer with air 

crews and engineering support staff. (e.g. 

Inverness 70 staff)



UK AIR AMBULANCE BASES

Air ambulance services in the United Kingdom are provided by a mixture of organisations, usually operating helicopters (some fixed-wing) 

to respond to medical emergencies, and transport patients to, from, or between points of definitive care.

Jersey and Guernsey have a joint air ambulance approach to fly 

critically ill patients to the UK for treatment.  Jersey’s Air Ambulance 

is stationed at Jersey Airport, while a dedicated aircraft for Guernsey 

is based in Exeter. There is also a shared aircraft for both islands to 

use, also based in Exeter, as well as reserve aircraft which can be 

brought in as additional back-up if needed. The service to both islands 

is provided by Capital Air Charter of Exeter.

The Isle of Man Air Ambulance Service is a nurse-led service based at 

Noble's Hospital. The aim of the service is to co-ordinate the transfer 

of inpatients off-Island. A fixed wing aircraft based at Ronaldsway 

Airport and is dedicated for the process of transferring patients.



UK FLYING SCHOOLS

Hobbyists; Entry level pilots; Rotary; Military; Commercial Flight Training spread right 

across the country and concentrated at the UK’s quieter airports.  A significant earner 

from overseas students as well as indigenous feeder role for UK aviation.

Recent annual figures (2015) estimate 4,000 initial Commercial Pilot 

Licences (fixed wing) or Multi Pilot Licences were issued in the EU. 

The UK issued 1,072 

and 48 % of the 

licences issued were 

to non-UK nationals.



UK OIL AND GAS

Many regional airports are involved in 

servicing the offshore sector.

Decommissioning and renewable energy 

projects are often associated activities.



MILITARY AIRFIELDS 
OVERVIEW

• Approx. 50 active military airfields in the UK

• 7 main operating bases

• 16 due for disposal

• The largest station is RAF Brize Norton 

• 5,800 service personnel, 1,200 contractors and 300 

civilian

• Operations: transport, air-to-air refuelling, ISTAR, 

lodger and reserve units

• Aircraft types: Voyager (air refuelling, transport), Altas

(A400M) , C-17 Globemaster III, C-130J Hercules (all 

transport)

Map of the United Kingdom showing active RAF stations, 

Ministry of Defence (MOD) airfields (non Royal Navy or Army 

Air Corps), MOD air weapons ranges and RAF stations occupied 

by the United States Visiting Forces (USVF).



Due for Disposal

Regional Civilian Airfields can play cost saving and 

performance-optimising role

•Diverts and Emergency Response roles

•Joint operational Use – hangarage - engineering

•Upgraded Personnel Housing

Military Airfields

Approx. 50 active military airfields in the UK

7 main operating bases

16 due for disposal

RABA Members



MILITARY ESTATES DUE FOR DISPOSAL

• RAF Abingdon (2029)

• RAF Alconbury (2023)

• Arbroath Airfield (Royal 
Marines) (tbc)

• Cawdor Barracks (former 
RAF Brawdy) (closed)

• RAF Barnham (2020)

• RM Chivenor (tbc)

• Colerne Airfield (2018)

• RAF Dishforth (2031)

• RAF Halton (2022)

• RAF Henlow (2020)

• RAF Mildenhall (2022)

• RAF Molesworth (2023)

• St George’s Barracks (former 

RAF North Luffenham), Rutland 

(tbc)

• MDP Wethersfield (tbc)

• Woodbridge Airfield (former 

RAF) (2027)

• RAF Wyton (tbc)



IMPORTANCE FOR AEROSPACE



The UK is a world leader in civil aerospace – number one in Europe and second in 

the world after the US, with an approximate 12% of the global market share. This is 

because of its strength in producing the most technologically sophisticated parts of 

aircraft, including wings, engines and advanced systems.

Over 2,000 aerospace companies are working in the UK – ensuring that innovation, 

investment in research and development, and a skilled workforce, are maintained.  

Around 80% of UK aerospace production exported. 

The aerospace sector encourages highly skilled and well-paid employment. It 

directly creates almost 110,000 jobs and 4,100 apprentices, and further supports an 

estimated 110,000 jobs across the wider economy. Employment is spread across the 

country, aiding regional and local growth. There are major manufacturing centres in 

the Midlands, South West and North West. 

The headquarters of major global international companies are often sited near 

aviation centres. This concentration of economic activity has a positive effect on 

other businesses. There are many examples of businesses being based close to 

airports, including the ‘Airport City’ development close to Manchester Airport, and 

the ‘Aerohub’ enterprise zone established at Newquay Airport. 

Beyond the Horizon –The Future of UK Aviation

Northern Ireland Aerospace is a $1.6bn sector and 
Europe’s eighth largest aerospace region in revenue 
terms, with over 60 companies employing over 
8,500, engaged at the leading edge of advanced 
aerospace design and manufacturing.

AEROSPACE AND RABA MEMBER AIRPORTS



Aerospace and 
RABA Member 
Airports
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Aerospace and 
RABA Member 
Airports



UK SPACEPORT AND UAV 
TESTING SITES

UK Regional Airports and ex RAF bases provide convenient 

and well positioned locations for hosting Spaceport offers.

Others are ideal for UAV testing surrounded as they are by 

low intensity airspace and in certain cases special ATC 

approvals.

Other Airports such as Oban and Stornoway offer 

possibilities.

Sutherland and Western Isles Vertical Launch are on 

greenfield sites near Wick and Benbecula Airports.

RAF Lossiemouth is another significant resource.  Kinloss

and Leuchars are now Army Bases with RAF reserve 

responsibilities



MOD HEBRIDES RANGE

The MOD Hebrides Range beside Benbecula Airport is the 

largest weapons Test and Evaluation Range in Europe… a 

world class facility. 

The Range is operated by QinetiQ under the terms of the 

Long Term Partnering Agreement (LTPA). The Range 

occupies 115,000km² of sanitised airspace with unlimited 

altitude.  This large area and its nearby airfield make it ideal 

for missile and UAV testing.

The Range is made up of four main sites (Rangehead and 

Range Control on the Isle of South Uist; West Camp on the 

Isle of Benbecula; and St Kilda which lies 43 nautical miles of 

the North West of the Isle of Benbecula).

• Tracking Radar Facility: Real-time data for trials control and safety 

purposes, as well as providing recordings of time, space and position 

information for post-trial trajectory analysis, using G Band Radar and 

Nike Digital Instrumentation Radar (NiDIR).

• Telemetry: Receive, record and monitor video and other data streams.

• Support Services: Mechanical and engineering services, accommodation, 

recreation and medical facilities.

• Surface Target Facility

• Aerial Target Facility: Aerial targets such as Mirach and Banshee.

• Optical Instrumentation: Mobile Hybrid Tracking Platform (HTP) 

instruments, mobile video trackers, high-speed digital video and 

photographic capability.

• The Range also has a radar based at RAF Clettraval on the Isle of North 

Uist alongside the RAF T92 Radar.

• This fully instrumented controlled environment enables the evaluation of 

land, air and sea weapons systems, and training.



Airports  serving < 3mppa represents a significant proportion of UK airports.  

Airports provide niche passengers air services for many parts of the UK, but are 

especially important in remote and peripheral areas and in terms of serving secondary 

UK cities.

Airports host other vital aspects of UK aviation such as flight training, specialist and 

business aviation, special missions aviation (reconnaissance, SAR, defence, surveillance, fire 

fighting/disaster response/relief management, aero-medical, social, political, VIP etc.) 

SMALLER REGIONAL AIRPORT’S 
CONTRIBUTION - CONCLUSIONS



These airports and adjacent businesses are significant employers in their own right and 

their GVA contribution to the UK economy is significant; perhaps even more important 

they also impact significantly on regional development

Further potential exists to nurture associated aerospace employment clusters and 

turbo-charge the secondary and tertiary regions that they frequently serve.

They frequently reach parts of the UK economy that larger airports cannot reach!

SMALLER REGIONAL AIRPORT’S 
CONTRIBUTION - CONCLUSIONS



GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

Q. How could the policy proposals be improved to maximise their impact and effectiveness in 
addressing the issues that have been identified?
Maximising the impact of aviation.  Strategy should follow through by articulating and 
developing plans for regional airports to play their full role in so doing.
Rebalancing the economy suggests that regional airports will be important partners in so doing.
RABA Members stand ready to participate in developing national initiatives.
Q. How should the proposals described be prioritised, based on their importance and 
urgency?
Globalising the UK regions needs measures that ensure every corner of the UK is linked to 
important global hubs – specifically an expanded Heathrow, and clarity on interventions to 
achieve should be articulated in the strategy.
Are you aware of any relevant additional evidence that should be taken into account?
This submission endeavours to draw some new perspective to the attention of the Strategy. 
Importance of Business Aviation, symbiotic links with Oil & Gas (renewables & nuclear) and 
Aerospace should be more visibly acknowledged.  The important role of airports as nodes for 
economic growth with associated business and industrial parks is acknowledged.  What now is 
needed is initiatives to better fulfil their potential and spread the benefits more widely. Once 
again RABA Members stand ready to participate in pilot and national programmes initiatives.



GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

What implementation issues need to be considered and how should these be approached?
We consider detail on how admirable aspirations can be delivered is thin.  The strategy needs 
more detail on resourcing (which will indicate prioritisation); administrative organisation to 
develop; clarity on links with other departments and regional, devolved and local governments 
to deliver joined up government; clarity on how stakeholders can participate in the ongoing 
development of policy and delivery of agreed goals.
What burdens, both financial and regulatory, are likely to need to be managed and how might 
those be addressed?
A separate paper has been submitted addressing the disproportionate cost and regulatory 
burdens that regional airports face, and government’s lack of policy and financial participation in 
addressing.
Are there any options or policy approaches that have not been included in this chapter that
should be considered for inclusion in the aviation strategy?
Improved military-civilian cooperation in aviation is something that could be further explored to 
save cost and increase efficiencies; the overall picture has been highlighted in this submission. A 
joint working group perhaps?
Looking ahead to 2050, are there any other long term challenges which need to be addressed?
Assuming the ACARE 2050 goal of comprehensive 4 hour door-to-door journeys across Europe 
implies local airports to achieve – something not fully acknowledged in government policy.


